
Winter 2023 Newsletter

Dear Friends and Family,

It was a wonderful holiday season, and we anticipate a great 2023 because of your
generosity and faithfulness in keeping Jesse’s legacy alive. Your Giving Tuesday
donations really impacted our ability to give. We are so thankful!

We supported The Penguin Plunge in New York run by our dear friend and
supporter Susan Solar. We would also like to thank Perry Grisafi of Partners
Painting LLC in Boca Raton Florida for his faithful giving.

Samantha and her coworkers at W!se donated a year-end gift which provided
backpacks filled with Legos and other toys for Memorial Sloan Kettering Hospital
and Ronald McDonald House New York.

We sent games to Tommy’s Place in Massachusetts to help support their amazing
vacation home for kids that are fighting cancer. We "adopted" Ailanie, her siblings,
and her parents through Tomorrow’s Children’s Fund’s Family Holiday Angel
Program. We maintained our usual hospital and Ronald McDonald House
deliveries and continued support to other foundations.

Our individual requests for support increased from across the U.S. Here is what that
looked like this past quarter.

Katie Histing, 21, relapsed from
Ewing’s Sarcoma. We were honored

to send her on a weekend adventure.
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  With grateful hearts,

Dallas, our first recipient of 2023,
is fighting ALL in Florida. We
paid the families' electric bill.



Jazzy, our 4-year-old New Yorker fighting a
third relapse from Neuroblastoma. Her mom

expressed her sadness for other kids staring at
her being bald. We wanted to send her a bald

barbie to help normalize her situation.

We adopted a family through 
CURE Atlanta, 14-year-old Krystal.

Dashawn, 11, from
Pennsylvania fighting DIPG 

Wesley, 6, fighting  ALL in Oregon.

Kaysen, 6, fighting ALL in Montana.

www.jesseswishfoundation.org

Caitlin, 11, from Texas, relapsed and is
meeting new doctors and undergoing new

treatment at Houston’s MD Anderson Hospital
for Ewing’s Sarcoma. She was also a recipient
back in April. This time we sent gas cards for

her family and a Barbie for our sweet girl.

Giuseppe,16, fighting Leukemia in Florida.

Antonio, 10, is fighting leukemia at St.
Christophers Children’s Hospital in Philly.


